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PhilanX is a Decentralised Autonomous Organisation (DAO) that
focuses on charities, Philanthropic Projects and its community.
PhilanX allows people to wrap their $PHILANX into $WPHILANX
to be used in the PhilanX Governance System. $WPHILANX can
then be donated to charities or philanthropic projects, used to
places votes on decisions and used by Authors to create
Philanthropic Projects. PhilanX will first launch on the Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) later followed by Avalanche (AVAx), Ethereum
(ETH) and Fantom (FTM).
PhilanX has been developed to help create an impact on this
Earth through philanthropic projects and donations to charity.
Donations to Charities and/or Philanthropic Projects will receive
on-the-go funding through 6% BUSD reflections if they choose to
unwrap their $WPHILANX and hold $PHILANX.
PhilanX is a project that aims to provide a tool for humanity to
help humanity without other forms of entities.

PhilanX is a DAO with Stable coin reflections launched on
Binance Smart Chain, Avalanche, Ethereum and Fantom. Each
network will provide staking of native $PHILANX and LP tokens
to receive $PHILANX.
$PHILANX tokens can also be wrapped into $WPHILANX to participate in the PhilanX Governance System. Additionally, PhilanX
will have several Non-Fungible Token (NFT) Drops each with their
own set of utilities that benefit PhilanX and its community. One
NFT utility will provide authentication access to Authors to
access the Philanthropic Projects Portal

PhilanX aims to provide Stable Coin on reflections on each of the
four networks. Cryptocurrency is a fast moving and unpredictable market. Providing stable coin reflections aims to provide
everyone with a safe passive income through the unpredictable
market.
Holders of $PHILANX on BSC will be able to start building a passive income with 6% BUSD Reflections on every buy and sell.

PhilanX provides an opportunity to receive $PHILANX through
staking the Native token or LP tokens on each of the four
networks.

Binance Smart Chain
$PHILANX
BBNB/PHILANX LP-Tokens

Avalanche
$PHILANX
AVAx/PHILAN LP-Tokens

Ethereum
$PHILANX
ETH/PHILAN LP-Tokens

Fantom
$PHILANX
FTM/PHILAN LP-Tokens

Contributing to the LP will provide the contributor a share of the
pool (See Figure 1) and LP tokens (See Figure 2)
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figure 2

Once the supply has been
confirmed a contribution to the
LP has been provided and the
contributor will receive LP
tokens. (See Figure 3)

figure 3

When removing a contribution from the LP, it will sell the contributor’s LP tokens for $PHILANX and BNB. To proceed with removing a percentage of the contribution to the LP. Select remove in
the “Your liquidity” section (See Figure 3).
Once selected, a new window will appear (See Figure 4) to select
a percentage to remove from the contribution to the LP.

After selecting a percentage to remove. It
will display the amount of BNB and $PHILANX the contributor will receive back.
Once the percentage has been chosen and
the amount has been approved, it can now
be removed.
The BNB and $PHILANX will now be available in the contributor’s wallet.

figure 4

There will be 13% buy tax and 15% sell tax for PhilanX. When staking, there will be a 1% staking fee and 15% early withdrawal fee.
This is broken down below:

BUY TAX
Total Buy Tax: 13%
BUSD Reflections: 6%
Marketing: 1%
LP:2%
Treasury: 2%
Dev/Team: 2%

SELL TAX
Total Sell Tax: 15%
BUSD Reflections: 6%
Marketing: 2%
LP:3%
Treasury: 2%
Dev/Team: 2%

STAKING FEES
Minimum Days Staked: 3 Days
Staking Fee: 1%
Early withdrawal: 15%

The staking fees are
taken from the amount
of the staked balance

$WPHILANX will be used for voting power, donations, and philanthropic project proposals within the PhilanX Governance System.
$WPHILANX can only be obtained by staking $PHILANX or
choosing to receive it as a staking reward. $PHILANX and
$WPHILANX will have a 1:1 ratio.
i.e., staking 100 $PHILANX will return 100 $WPHILANX. Donating
or transferring 50 $WPHILANX of the 100 received via staking 100
$PHILANX will remove 50 staked $PHILANX from the 100 staked.
Donating, transferring, or unwrapping $WHPILANX acquired
through the NFTs of NFT DROP #1 or harvested as a staking
reward will not result in your staked $PHILANX being deducted.
X amount of $WPHILANX tokens are used to create philanthropic
project proposals by Authors .
Delegators will analyse and validate the proposals.

PhilanX will have several NFT drops on each of the four networks.
Each NFT drop will have utilities that bring benefits to PhilanX
and its community.

NFT Drop 1
Each NFT from NFT Drop #1 will provide the holder with a portion of $PHILANX every day.

NFT Drop 2
NFTs from NFT DROP #2 can be staked to receive BNB from the
treasury for a specified period.

NFT Drop 3
Each holder of an NFT from NFT DROP #3 will only pay 6% BUSD
Reflection Buy and Sell Tax.

Author NFT’s
These NFTs will be appointed to an Author after successfully
completing the needed verifications with the PhilanX Team. This
NFT will provide authentication for the Author to access the
Philanthropic Projects Portal to submit a proposal or manage
their current proposal.

PhilanX provides a governance system that can be interacted
with via $WPHILANX. Within the governance system, donations
can be made to a charity and/or philanthropic project by sending
a chosen amount of $WPHILANX. Moreover, $WPHILANX can be
used by Authors to submit Philanthropic Project Proposals and
staked to participate in votes. After the period of the vote,
$WPHILANX token holders will receive their $WPHILANX back.

DONATING TO A CHARITY
Various charities that accept crypto donations will be vetted and
contacted by PhilanX to arrange a payment method using
$WPHILANX. Charities that choose to accept $WPHILANX as a
method of payment will be advertised within the governance
system to receive donations of $WPHILANX.

CHOOSING A
CHARITY PHILANX
WILL DONATE TO
$WPHILANX token holders have an additional option to stake
$WPHILANX to place a vote as to which Charity PhilanX should
donate a lumpsum to. Once the time of the vote is up, the top
chosen answer will receive a donation from PhilanX and
$WPHILANX will be distributed back to the holders that
participated in the vote.

PHILANTHROPIC PROJECTS
Philanthropic projects can be set up via PhilanX or Authors. $WPHILANX will be used via Authors to create their Philanthropic
Project Proposal. Within the proposal, Authors will be able to
provide a:
- Title
- Description
- Website or social links to follow progress
- Contact information to receive support from others (Optional)
- Period to receive donations
Once an Author has submitted their Philanthropic Project Proposal, it will then be analysed and verified by the Bookkeepers of
PhilanX to ensure its legitimacy. Furthermore, $WPHILANX can
be staked to vote on which philanthropic project will receive a
donation, and support from PhilanX and its team.

AUTHORS
To become an Author, the completion of a vetting process with
the PhilanX Team will be required. If the vetting process has
been successful, the new Author will be required to burn five
billion $PHILANX tokens to receive the Author NFT to provide
access to create philanthropic projects.

The PhilanX tokenomics (See Figure 8, p11) are laid out below:
Total Supply: 8.333 trillion
Treasury: 6.6 trillion
Private Sale: 200 billion
The private sale has an allocation of 1 BNB to 2 billion tokens. Any
excess tokens left from the private sale will be burned.
Public Sale: 200 billion
PhilanX Airdrop: 333 billion
Vested Airdrop: 200 billion
200 billion tokens will be vested over the span of 1 month.
Giveaways: 200 billion
To be used to run various competitions and giveaways.
Team: 300 billion
Burn: 300 billion
Max Wallet: 279 billion
Max Sell: 279 billion

Staking Rewards 79%

Vested Airdrop 2%
Philan Airdrop 4%
Burn 4%
Team 4%
Give Away 2%

Public Sale 2%
private sale 2%

The staking DAPP (Decentralised Application) provides access to
stake various $PHILANX or LP Tokens for $PHILANX. Each of the
4 networks will have different tokens that can be staked for
$PHILANX

PhilanX has many utilities which contribute to a decentralised
ecosystem and governance system. PhilanX aims to provide
human welfare through philanthropic projects, Stable Coin reflections and donations to community-voted charities through the
governance system. PhilanX’s mission is provide a tool that establishes a path forward for humanity to help humanity without
other forms of entities. PhilanX aims to be a DAO with humanity
at its forefront.

